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Brings down the volume of a loud hard playing piano, or
lets you to subtlety listen in on practice.

This image shows the support
rail placed over the plate with
the handles you pull on to
engage the soft play rail.

Pulling the rail slightly forward engages soft playback
Machine tooled
Simple activation
Fits almost any grand piano
Requires technician for installation
Does not require the piano to be moved
Made in USA
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Item #

Part Number

1

56071

Soft Play Rail Support Bar (1”x 3/8”x 50”)

1

2

56087

Soft Play Rail Felt Bar (with felt (56072) glued)

1

3

57004

Soft Play Rail Support Bar Extenders (does this include felt wrap)

2

4

56075

Soft Play Rail Wire Hangers

6

5

57009

Soft Play Rail Wide Wire Hanger Locks

2

6

57006

Soft Play Rail Wire Hanger Locks

6

7

57005

Soft Play Rail Pull Rod Assembly

2

Felt Washers (size)

4

Soft Play Rail Pull Rods

2

Soft Play Rail Pull Rod Locks and Locking Collar 1/8th”

2

Soft Play Rail Rubber Support Bar Stops

6

Soft Play Rail 24” Self Stick Felt Strip Thick .125” (3/4” x 12”)

1

8
9

56079

10
11

57008

12
13

Item Description

Quantity

Soft Play Rail 24” Self Stick Felt Strip Thin .032” (3/4” x 12”)

1

14

70094

Rubber Soft Play Rail Pull Rod Tips

2

15

57002

Set Screws (8-32 x 1/8”)

17
Tools

Hex Wrench 7/64”

1

Hex Wrench 1/32”

1

Soft Play Rail Installation Manual

1

Heavy Duty Wire Cutter
Heavy Duty Pliers or Vise Grips
Drill

10

8
5
5

1

10

3

5
4

5

8

4

4

2

4

3

9
7

4

4
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Item 1 - 56071 - Soft Play Rail Support Bar (.75”x .375”x 50”)

Item 12 & 13 - Pt#? - Soft Play Rail 24” Self Stick Felt Strip Thick .125” (3/4” x 12”)
Soft Play Rail 24” Self Stick Felt Strip Thin .032” (3/4” x 12”)

Item 3 - 57004 - Soft Play Rail Support Bar Extenders
with felt pad and set screws attached

Item 6 - 57006 (5) &
Item 5 - 57009 (2)
wide Soft Play Rail Wire

Hanger Lock with set screws
attached

Item 10 - ?? - Soft Play Rail
Pull Rod Locks and Locking
Collar 1/8th”

Item 2 -56087 Soft Play Felt Rail includes bar with felt glued to rail.

Item 4 - 56075 - Soft Play Rail Wire Hangers

Item 11 - 57008 - Soft Play Rail Rubber
Support Bar Stops

Item 7 - 57005 - Soft Play Rail Pull Rod Assembly ??? Not sure what it is
Item 14 - 70094 - Rubber Soft Play Rail Pull Rod Tips
Item 9 - Soft Play Rail Pull Rods
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Below are the basic steps, sequentially ordered and required for a standard installation. Support images are in the pages that follow
these instructions. Referencing these graphical support items as you step through the process will provide details needed for a good
understanding of the intentions of the hardware design. Note there is a vast array of piano designs and consequently one must at
times apply "out of the box" thinking and problem solving to install the system
1.

Verify that the hammer strike point is approximately in front of the dampers.
•

Remove the music desk.

•

Lift a hammer against the string using a piece of wire with a "L" bent on one end. This strike point will be used to locate the
felt rail assembly.

•

Check the strike point for the Bass separate from Tenor/Treble. The Felt rail will be installed in two sections

2.

Remove key-action from the piano.

3.

Place the main support bar across the plate in a position that is roughly 1-1/2" behind the determined strike point. This
normally places the support bar at about the mid line over the bass dampers.
•
Adhere a length of felt onto the support rail at each point the rail contacts the plate. These will be the glide surfaces for the
system to move on. If the plate casting is at different heights apply layers of felt at the low points. If the difference is great it
is recommended that you glue a shim onto the bar to bring all glide surfaces to the same height. Place the felt on top of the
shim.
•
The hanger wire clamps are installed on the underside of the support bar as well as the two pull handle locks.
•
The kit includes 2 wide hanger locks and 5 standard width locks. Generally you will use just one of the two wide locks. The
wide locks are designed to fit over the support bar extensions.

4.

Adjust the support bar extenders to fit the width of the piano case.
•

5.

If there is enough clearance between the music desk slide rails and the plate casting it is best to position the extensions
under the music desk rails. If the gap is not sufficiently wide the extenders can be positioned to be flushed with the
support bar. The extensions may also be placed on the top side of the support bar to slide against the music desk rail itself.
When adjusting the extensions to match the width of the piano case use care not to make the fit too tight. You should feel
a slight side to side movement of of less than 1/16". This will avoid jamming when the support rail is moved.

Install the wire locks along the support bar
•

The bass section has two wire locks, the tenor section has two and the treble section has two. The lock on the extreme
bass end will be the wide type. Depending on the available space the locks can be positioned on top or on the bottom
of the support bar. They are placed on the bottom side of the support rail at the factory because that provides the best
clearance to the music desk. There is a 1/16" hole in each lock that the hanger wires must pass thru before the lock is
tightened on the support bar.

•

Use care when tightening the wire lock set screws. As the set screw is turned in keep the lock pulled up tight onto the
support bar. Once the set screw pulls the lock body against the support rail the wire hanger is clamped in place. It does
not require extreme tightening to retain the hanger wire. These are necessarily small parts and can be damaged if over
tightened. Use care when tightening. 3 or 4 inch lbs of torque is plenty in this case.

•

It is typical to route the far treble wire hanger between an upper piano string group. There is usually not access to the end
of the rail with most pianos but there is adequate space between tri-chord groups for a hanger to pass through any where
within the last octave. Keep the hanger wire as close to the end of the felt rail as possible.

QRS Music Technologies, Inc.
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6.

7.

Position the locks and insert hanger wires at locations where the most space is available. The openings of the bent
wire hanger will face forward. There will be cases where you will need to bend a wire into multiple angles to route around
interference with dampers, strings or plate casting. This is normal at the Bass/Tenor transition point. An example of this is shown
in the graphic support section.
•
The hanger wires may need to be adjusted and bent as needed to allow about 3/4” of forward / backward movement
without the wires contacting strings or dampers. If you bend a wire try and keep the square opening of the wire facing
forward.
At this point in the installation,
•
The support bar is in place with the hanger wires protruding down into the action cavity and the support bar can be
moved forward and backward 3/4" with interference.

8.

Lay the felt strip across the action so that there is 1" of overhang on each end. Mark at the aluminum at about 1/2" past the
edge of the hammer heads of the 1st and last note in the bass section. Cut the aluminum on the marks but do not cut the felt at
the same point.
•
Cut the felt starting at the aluminum cut point and angling out toward the end of the felt so you end up with a felt length
that is about 1" longer than the aluminum rib. The aluminum rib being short allows the hanger wires to be placed tight to
the plate area while allowing the felt to reach out to the wider hammer strike area. This is common for the base section but
may or may not be desirable for the tenor / treb. It depends on the space that is available for passing the hanger wires thru
to the action cavity.
		Cut Aluminum bar						Cut Aluminum bar

Repeat this process for the tenor/treble section which will be one long section
		Cut Felt 								Cut Felt
9.

Insert the cut felt rail sections into the hanger wire openings. The hanger wires will slide over the aluminum /felt rail with some
resistance. This tight fit provides a clamping function that retains the felt rail onto the mute assembly. Install the felt rails with the
aluminum strip facing away from the strings.
•
As the felt rails are pressed onto the wire hangers be sure to support the wire to prevent bending from the force of pushing
the rail into the hanger wires. If you find any wire openings to be a loose fit over the aluminum rail use pliers to squeeze the
opening, tightening the retention force.

10. Adjust the height of each hanger wire to get the felt rail as close to the string plane as possible without contact with strings
when vibrating and also not interfering with damper function.
•
The aluminum strip should be just above the damper guide rail height so that the felt rail can move over top of the damper
guide rails when the support rail is moved to the disengaged position. When the mute rail is not activated the felt rail will
set very close to the damper wires but should not contact them. At this point you should have the system assembled,
installed and positioned close to a functional position.
11. Install the two pull rods onto the support rail. Slide the lock collars into the rod locks tightly so the rods don't rattle from
vibration. The felt washers must be between the collars and the support bar. Position the rods as far apart as possible for ease of
moving the assembly back and forth. Reference the music desk to figure out the best place for the rods.
12. Replace the action assembly into the piano and check mute rail function. If everything is in the correct position the
support rail can move forward enough to allow the felt to cover the strike point of the hammers. Generally there will be only a
slight amount of felt passing beyond the strike point.
•
You should be able to move the support rail toward the back far enough to allow the felt to clear the hammer strike area.
Alternately the felt rail should move forward enough to place the felt strip directly into the hammer strike point area. Keep
in mind the felt strip can be moved forward or backward in sections by sliding it within the hanger holder area. The wires
can be bent forward and backward as well. This provides a good amount of fine adjustment to fine tune the system.
•
If you run into space limitations related to amount of space to move the assembly forward and backward you can trim the
width of the felt rail to reduce the movement needed to set the rail "on" and off"
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13. Once the system is functioning properly set the support rail forward to the perfect position where the mute rail has the
best effect on the sound and install the forward stops. Clean the plate casting with alcohol prior to sticking down the bumpers.
Once the “on” position is set with stops move the support rail to the position where the felt is away from the hammer strike point
and apply the second set of rubber bumpers. You will now have a positive “ON” and “OFF” position.
At this point in the installation,
•
The system has been installed and is adjusted for best performance. The "ON" and "OFF" stops are in place.
14. Use large flush cut wire cutters to cut off the excess hanger wires. Keep the wire cut as close to the wire lock as possible.
Replacing the music desk and check for clearance. Slide the music desk assembly into the guides and move it back slowly while
checking for interference with the mute system.

If you find that the desk rubs on the support rail there are several ways this can be mitigated. If the interference is relatively light you
can simply add the included felt strips to the bottom surface of the rack guide slot which will lift the music desk assembly upward.
If the interference is significant your best option may be to remove the glides and cut material from the top portion of the slide
groove and then replace the felt.
Depending on how your music desk is built there may be the option to remove the cross section and deepen the pockets so that the
center part of the desk is raised up. This is something that will need worked out based on the piano type.
The remaining pages of this guide provide graphic support to help with the installation. Please feel free to call QRS Music should you
have specific questions regarding the mute rail system.
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This image shows the support rail placed over the plate with the bar extenders adjusted out against the sides of the inner piano case.
At this point the felt pads can also be placed where ever the support bar contacts the plate casting. The hanger wire lock positions can
also be looked at now.
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Each end of the support bar uses adjustable bar extensions which
provide over 6” of length adjustment. Loosen two set screws
and slide the extension to the needed position. Re-tighten the
screws and install the hanger wire lock with the wire positioned in
the determined space.
Normally the hanger at the bass end will be very close to the 1st
damper and there won’t be allot of space between the plate and
the hammer.

Loosening the 2 set screws allows the extender to move along the
bar which provides a width adjustment from 50” to 56”.

After the support bar width is adjusted to fit, the piano felt pads are
placed at all points where the bar contacts the plate.
Using one of the hanger wires to guide the felt under the support
bar makes it easy to place

Wire passing thru the available space at the end of the tenor
section. This area on most piano provides easy access.
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This image shows the treble section and how the wire hangers are placed. You can see that the start of the
treble section has plenty of space to route a hanger wire between the plate and the strings.
The end of the treble section however is not accessible, so a spot between string groups was utilized as close
to the end as possible. This is normally possible because the strings run in a relatively straight path between
the tuning pins and the bridge pins.
To the left side of the treble group you can see where the rubber stops were installed.
This hanger wire was hand formed to work around a damper at the end of the bass section.
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Hand formed wire before installation. Using plies keeps bends neat and sharp

Seen here is the felt rail and how it is
placed above the damper guide rail. The
felt rail is adjusted just high enough that
it can pass over the wooden guide rail of
the dampers.
This allows adequate travel of the felt rail
to allow a positive “OFF” position. Although the felt rail is close to the damper wires it
is adjusted so that no contact is made.

Cutting hanger wires
after setting final
height of felt rail.
QRS Music Technologies, Inc.

Extra 1/6” layer in music desk slow lifts the desk assembly up enough for the
mute rail support bar to clear.
If additional clearance would have been needed the slot felt would have
been removed and the slot width would have been enlarged using a table
saw or router. Then felt replace. The bottom of the slot would have been
shimmed with a wood strip and then felt place on top of the shim.
>> Attention would need given to lid clearance if there were a large height
increase of music desk.
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Installation completed. This installation required
the addition of one felt strip added on top of the
existing felt in the music rack groove where the
music desk slides. The groove was large enough
to accommodate the addition layer of felt
without having to enlarge it.

Soft play rail assembly ISO view

Soft play rail assembly Top view. This is how the system appears in the piano looking under the lid.
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